Psoriasis Related Gout Arthritis in the Big Toe Interphalangeal Joint: A Case Report
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we present the first report of a case of gout arthritis localized in the interphalangeal joint of the right foot first toe, which was related to psoriasis disease in a 40-year-old male patient. Since the symptoms did not respond to conservative treatments, the patient was treated with surgery. Arthrotomy was performed to debride around the bones and intraarticular crystals. Then, pharmacological treatment was initiated and lifestyle changes were made. No recurrence of the symptoms was observed during a 24-month follow-up.
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Gout is an inflammatory type of arthritis caused by the precipitation of monosodium urate (MSU) crystals in the synovial fluid and associated with hyperuricemia. It was described for the first time by Egyptians in B.C. 2640 (1). The prevalence of gout is reported as 1% increases with dietary factors (2). The incidence increases by aging and gout is more common among men. Definitive diagnosis of gout disease is best established by the demonstration of monosodium urate crystals in the synovial fluid or biopsy (3).

Although the triggering mechanism of the acute attack has been poorly understood, factors for the development of gout have been described (4). These include an increased level of uric acid, alcohol abuse, hypertension, the use of antihypertensives, increased body mass index (BMI) and familial history of gout (5). In addition, it has been reported that gout may be associated with persistent psoriasis especially in male patients and in those with other causes of hyperuricemia (6).
Gout arthritis is most commonly seen in the metatarsophalangeal joint. Herein, we present a rare case of gout arthritis of the toe interphalangeal joint associated with psoriasis.

**Case report**

A 40-year-old male patient was referred to the outpatient clinic with complaints of swelling in the right foot first/big toe interphalangeal joint and discharge in the medial of the joint (Figure 1). At the same time, the patient had diffuse erythrosquamous lesions in the foot due to psoriasis (Figure 2).

Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s legal custodian or first-degree relatives for publishing the individual medical records.

The medical history revealed that he had psoriasis for about 20 years and was continuing medical therapy. He had no diseases other than psoriasis. The patient reported that there are itching and pain localized in the interphalangeal joint of the right big toe for about 5 years, especially when he was eating meat. In addition, he stated that he had previously presented to various hospitals due to intermittent nocturnal pain and received analgesics. He had been diagnosed with gout disease which involved the toe interphalangeal joint in his presentation about two years ago. He had difficulty in wearing shoes due to a swelling that developed in his right toe interphalangeal joint about 6 months ago. The patient stated that a white-colored discharge began to leak from the medial to the swelling one month ago. The VAS score of the patient was 7/10 at the time of admission. When previous drug use of the patient was examined/checked from the hospital system, the drugs he had used included colchicine 0.5 mg tablet (gout disease), indomethacin 25 mg tablet (psoriatic arthritis, gout), methotrexate 10 mg/mL injection solution (psoriasis), folic acid 5 mg tablet (combined with methotrexate), 1 mg mometasone furoate (0.1%) + 50 mg salicylic acid (5%) pomade (psoriasis), and allopurinol 300 mg tablet. He had no smoking or alcohol consumption. He did not state any familial or allergy history. The body-mass index was 27.

The physical examination revealed swelling around the right foot first toe interphalangeal joint, without cellulitis. In addition, there were ulceration and white-colored discharge in the medial of the joint (Figure 1). Joint movements were highly restricted due to swelling and pain. There were no other swellings or tophi in the other joints of the patient.

On the anteroposterior and lateral direct radiography of the right foot, there were destructive and expansile lesions in the first interphalangeal joint (Figure 3). On the MRI ordered, there was a marginal erosion in the first interphalangeal joint with protruding margins that surrounded the adjacent soft tissues with moderate signals and suggested gout tophus (Figure 4). Laboratory outcomes were within the normal limits.

In the operating room, surgical decompression of right foot first interphalangeal joint of the patient was performed with a medial incision. The surgical approach was adequate to expose articular surfaces. Protrusions around...
the joint were cleaned and the bone cavities were curedtted (Figure 5). The material/debris obtained was sent for pathological examination. Debridement and pressured irrigation with the saline solution were carried out. Intraarticular 10 mg triamcinolone was injected. The incision was gently sutured without pressing.

In addition, indomethacin 50 mg three times a day was prescribed for 10 days. The patients gave a good response to the treatment and his VAS score on day 10 was decreased to 1/10 from 7/10. The histopathological examination was compatible with gout arthritis.

Wound healing occurred on day 30 (Figure 6). The patient had no symptoms during/in the postoperative month 24.

Discussion
Gout is one of the most common inflammatory arthritis among adults (7). This disorder occurs due to hyperuricemia and the accumulation of monosodium urate crystals in the soft tissues and joints (8).

Chronic tophaceous gout usually follows repeated and untreated acute gout attacks. It gradually increases and insidiously occurs with a history of acute gout attacks, and may result in skin necrosis and ulceration through eroding atrophic superficial skin (9). In our patient, there were ulceration on the skin and chalk-looking discharge were seen after the attacks.

Hyperuricemia is seen in about one-third of the patients with psoriasis, and gout clinic accompanies in a part of these patients (6). Our patient had a history of psoriasis for about 20 years and stated that the symptoms in his first toe were exacerbating after protein-containing food.
In the literature screening/review, we found only two cases of gout with the involvement of the interphalangeal joint. In the first case report published by Dobson et al. in 2012, an expansile lesion was described in the right foot first interphalangeal joint of an 80-year-old male patient who had no additional disease. In 2013, Alici et al. published a case of swollen soft tissue adjacent to the first interphalangeal joint due to the use of sildenafil in a 58-year-old male patient who had hypertension and coronary artery disease and was on antihypertensive medication. We think that our case report is the first of the interphalangeal joint localized gout disease associated with psoriasis.

Plain radiography and magnetic resonance imaging are usually helpful to understand the changes in the bone and soft tissues related to gout and thus, to differentiate from other joint diseases and tumoral lesions (10–12).

Gout disease has no specific treatment. Antihyperuricemic therapies may provide benefits, and low dose steroids may control the pain and inflammation (13, 14). Surgical treatment is indicated in cases refractory to medical therapy and suspected diagnosis (15). Surgical treatment may be simple as squeezing the pasty tophaceous material and fluid aspiration, but sometimes surgical decompression may be needed. Following surgical decompression, pharmacological treatment and lifestyle modifications are of paramount importance. In our report, there was a chronic gout case refractory to the treatment. Skin ulceration and discharge developed, and the patient significantly benefited from the surgical decompression and pharmacological treatment.

**Conclusion**

In summary, gout disease with the involvement of the foot first toe interphalangeal joint is rare, and to our knowledge, psoriasis associated gout disease has not been previously reported in the interphalangeal joint. Multidisciplinary treatment is critical in chronic cases.
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